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The Week of March 4th, 2019
The country had been going crazy with the politics of
President Trump. Protesters were wreaking havoc in cities.
Random fires were being set. A real threat to our safety was
felt throughout the neighborhood, school, and home.
My first experience/awareness of the panic with COVID-19 was a
routine Thursday evening trip to Costco. The parking lot was
full like it was a day in December getting close to the
holiday season. We could barely find a place to park. The
store was packed and buzzing with people. This is super
unusual for Thursdays. The main reason I shopped on that day
of the week was because it was not packed. On this particular
Thursday you could find some people masked while shopping.
The next unusual thing I noticed at Costco was the empty
refrigeration meat containers. Not a single piece of chicken
was in the store. This was so hard to believe. I bumped into a
former coworker. After exchanging pleasantries, I asked her if

she felt something strange going on or was it just me. That is
when she said that she thought people were reacting to the
threat of the Covid virus spreading. Her feelings were
confirmed when I rounded over to the toilet paper area and
discovered the entire floor to ceiling stocking area was
completely depleted of any kind of bathroom tissue.

Small Changes at School
Leading up to the next week at school, students were
discussing Leprechaun traps. We were also beginning our unit
on double digit subtraction with regrouping. (As any secondgrade teacher will tell you, subtraction with regrouping is a
challenging hurdle for seven-year-olds.) Although the students
were ready to take on the many ways they could decompose
numbers, it was a transition period. Mild anxiety was already
lurking in the perimeter of the classroom. It just hadn’t
taken a front row seat yet.
As I mentioned earlier, our anxiety wasn’t unwarranted. The
Covid pandemic and school closures matched all the terror,
fear, and anxiety our school community had experienced the
previous summer when the foothills next to the school were set
on fire by an arsonist. The amount of political unrest at that
time, coupled with this act of terror, really caused our
community to panic. It was hard to separate truth from
fiction. Was this an activist? Were activists setting random
fires to split the city’s resources so they could then pillage
through local residential homes? For the first time in my
life, I felt a serious personal threat to myself and my
family. Although the fire was put out and an arrest was made,
the fear of the upcoming Covid school closure added to the
anxiety that had previously unfolded in the lives of these
seven-year-olds. It felt as though each new event fell like a
snowflake to an ever-increasing imminent avalanche of
tragedies.

The Week of March 13th, 2019
Anxiety took center seat on Friday, March 13th. That week,
students started seeing a heightened level of cleaning taking
place. Each day, school desks would get wiped down. Door knobs
were disinfected. Procedures for coughing and sneezing
socially were being reviewed in the classroom. There was a
definite undercurrent flowing on campus of unspoken fear and
concern. And that’s when I heard the words that will stamp my
timeline forever. “Mrs. Gentry, is it here yet?” My mind was
split with trying to decipher the question. Is it here yet? Is
what here, I’m thinking of what could this little one student
possibly be talking about. Such a vague question. And that’s
when I took the leap and asked, are you talking about the
virus? To which more than one student replied, “Yes!” And
that’s when I knew we had a problem and it was time to address
it.

How Do You Describe Covid to a
Child?
I sat my students down and explained that it’s not quite like
a green cloud of evil crawling over the hills or like a
blanket of thick fog in the early mornings of February. We
talked about colds and how this virus was similar and
different. I reminded them that they already knew what to do
and we would just have to practice it more often. I doubt my
little conversation helped calm the fears they were seeing
develop over time, both at home and within their classroom.
By midweek disinfecting after class became routine. The
struggle to understand why children seemed to be safe but not
the elderly was becoming an uncomfortable familiar conflict in
my head. It led to a lot of questions about the students being
the carriers and should the adults start protecting
themselves.
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